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It seems to have been a long season so far and we are only three weeks into it! 

 

As advised in my August Grouse Newsletter No.3, after the disappointing results on 12
th
 and 13

th
 

August we decided to rest both Moors and revisit on 27
th
 and 28

th
 August.  We did this with some 

interesting results. 

 

Thursday 27
th
 August: Heathfield Moor 

The day was ideal for grouse but given the disappointing return on 13
th
 August of 55 brace there was 

some obvious apprehension. 

 

The day did not start well at all. On my drive up to the Long Drag car park.  George asked Joel over 

the radio where the Argo was.  Joel’s reply was that it was on the car park at Long Drag.  Georges 

reply we that it was definitely not here.  Joel then enquired if George’s glasses were steamed up which 

certainly did not help!!  They then tried to contact Courtney who had parked the vehicle, with no 

reply.  So I obviously thought the worst had happened. 

 

Courtney was fine which is more than could be said for the Argo.  He had parked the Argo with its 

hand brake on, engine off and gears in neutral.  However being Chinese it obviously had a mind if its 

own.  It proceeded to run across the car park, then thinking it was an aeroplane launched itself from 

the top of a 120 foot cliff to land in the stream below.  It must be well built as the engine started first 

time but unfortunately it may still be a write off.  

 

This sort of recovery would be best done by a helicopter however as surprisingly enough I do not have 

one on the Shoot, we will hire a tractor with a very long winch! 

 

George’s team so far have not been able to kill a Japanese Toyota Hi luxe but maybe they have now 

succeeded with a Chinese Argo.! 

 

Other than this unfortunate start we had an excellent day and achieved a bag of 77 brace with shot to 

bird average of 3.69 but unfortunately an old to young ratio of 0.85 with far too many old birds.  We 

saw a good stock of grouse but this may also have been been helped by our neighbours shooting. 

 

Friday 28
th
 August: Hardcastle Moor 

A perfect grouse day, strongish breeze, mainly overcast with little sun and an odd shower well timed 

whilst we were having lunch! 

 

We achieved an acceptable bag of 73½ brace with a shot to bird average of 4.55 but as with 

Heathfield our old to young ratio was even worse at 0.73. 

 

As the teams were very similar on both days, without the strong breeze and based on the previous 

days average we should have achieved a bag of around 90 brace.  We did see a good show of grouse 

but as with Thursday this was helped by our neighbours also shooting. 

 

 

 



Following these two days George and I had much to consider.   

 

We both feel our current stock is slightly more than we had at the end of last season.  They seem fit 

enough with no sign of worm at present.   However the real problem is the ratio of old to young.  We 

have far too many old birds compared to young, which is a big problem. 

 

You may recall some unusually large packs on our first two days and even more on this last visit.  

This is most unusual for August but could be made up of many pairs of old birds who lost their chicks. 

Old birds may be good parents but an old cock can take up twice the territory of a young one and it is 

the young birds who produce the larger broods. 

 

So what do we do given this position?  Although the current season is important, it is far more 

important to ensure our stock for next season.  We have therefore decided to shoot the equivalent of 

4½ to 5 days over both Moors which will reduce our present overall stock by approximately 700 birds 

which is possibly slightly more than we should.  This will then give us a slightly smaller stock at the 

end of the season compared to last. 

 

Our last planned grouse day is 12
th
 October which may be a full or half day dependant on what we are 

seeing. 

 

We have three grouse, partridge/pheasant days planned after 12
th
 October.  At present these have 

become 300 bird partridge/pheasant days.  However if we find we have the stock we may revert to 

including grouse on any or all of these days.  

 

Given all this season’s problems many people wonder why I say I am very happy with everything 

which has happened this season.  I am happy because although we try incredibly hard to achieve a 

surplus stock of truly wild birds.  Mother Nature will always be in control.  This is what makes our 

own native Red Grouse so very, very special. 

 

There is always next season.  


